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Preface
What differentiates great alliance professionals from good ones? The great ones
strive for excellence in everything they do, getting a little bit better every day.
We’re advocates of learning and continuous improvement—it is the essence
of the iterative development methodology that is the rhythm of business Jeff
first defined nearly 30 years ago. Great alliance managers are always learning
and applying those learnings.
It is hard to do consistently. The daily exigencies regularly get in the way.
Looking back over the past two years of consulting engagements and deep
dive alliance assessments, we’ve identified five opportunities to improve
alliance effectiveness that might not seem game-changing, but that truly have
an impact both in the near and longer-term that is measurable and significant.
In most instances, the actions to take are welcomed by teams and just require
diligence to implement and recognize benefit. For one blockbuster alliance
we’ve worked with since 2009, taking care to get the fundamentals right led to
an ASAP Alliance Excellence Award.
Join us on the journey to alliance management excellence.
In collaboration and partnership,

Jan and Jeff
Jan Twombly, CSAP
Jeff Shuman, CSAP, PhD
Newton, MA
January 2022
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Making the
Pursuit of
Excellence
a Habit
In 2021 we published a white
paper and gave a number
of presentations on Seven
Habits of Highly Effective Alliance Professionals Who Deliver Value. We
described what these people consistently get right regardless of the purpose or business model of an alliance. One of the habits is a focus on being
excellent in the execution of alliance management fundamentals. These
core practices include, among others, strategic visioning and alignment,
establishing efficient operating models, managing an agile governance
process, creating alignment, and of course, good communication. Our
experiences over the past few years tell us that too often these fundamentals
get short shrift amidst the urgencies of the day, having too many alliances
to manage, and in the constraints on working together caused by the
pandemic.
The result: alliance professionals who are missing opportunities to deliver
value to stakeholders and alliances that aren’t as successful as they should
be. Operational excellence is a mindset of getting a little better every day
in the fundamentals of your craft—in making the basics just part of the
culture and “how work gets done around here”—so that you can focus on
higher value activities. It is about moving from good to great.

Operational
excellence is
a mindset of
getting a little
better every
day in the
fundamentals
of your craft—
in making the
basics just part
of the culture
and “how
work gets done
around here”—
so that you can
focus on higher
value activities.
It is about
moving from
good to great.

Herewith are our Top 5 opportunities to help alliance teams be more agile,
to make better decisions, and have more valuable and productive partnerships right now. These insights have been gleaned though 1) VitalSigns
Alliance Operations Effectiveness Assessments of complex codevelopment, cocommercialization biopharma alliances; 2) baseline assessments
of practices against both the Seven Habits and our Alliance Management
Foundation model, and 3) numerous roundtables and master classes we’ve
conducted over the past two years.
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OPPORTUNITY ONE:

Strategic Visioning
and Alignment,
also Known as
The North Star
The North Star
guides decision
making, setting
priorities, and
how resources
are allocated.

WHAT IT IS:
The North Star, also referred to as the strategic intent of an alliance, is
the collective vision or purpose of the alliance, stated in terms of value to
patients, partners, and stakeholders, and the experiences all seek relative
to that value. The North Star describes what “goodness” is, provides focus,
bridges philosophical differences, and helps determine priorities.

WHY IT MATTERS:
The most successful strategic partnerships have an “entity mindset” where
the alliance team members think of themselves as a “company” unto themselves. This mindset is essential for codevelopment, cocommercialization
alliances where the operating model must strike an appropriate collaborative
balance to reduce inefficiencies while ensuring engagement by the right
people at the right time.
The North Star guides decision making, setting priorities, and how resources
are allocated. The one-team or entity mindset helps teams coalesce around
their patient-focused purpose and set aside parochial considerations that
distract from the mission.
When an alliance does not have a clear and aligned strategic vision, including
an appropriate understanding of how the partners intend to achieve the
vision, it is much easier for an us and them attitude to develop compared to
a one team mentality. This results in churn and challenges bridging philosophical differences about key scientific, development, and commercialization
choices.
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WHAT’S THE OPPORTUNITY?
As part of the startup process establish a properly visionary North Star
statement, endorsed by the most senior governance committee, typically
a Joint Steering Committee (JSC), cascaded through other governance
committees, and widely used in messaging about the alliance. It should
focus on what will be accomplished for patients, and how the companies
will work together, not business results. For example:

“United as one team, we will use our combined expertise and
resources to end the suffering of Parkinson’s disease patients and
their families.”
In addition to being far more inspirational than a simple “we will develop
and commercialize” statement, this North Star tells team members that
goodness includes acting as one team; leveraging expertise and resources
across the alliance, and being focused on patient outcomes, providing
room for patient access and support programs, potentially including
digital health applications.

Having a
North Star
allows an
alliance to
develop a
strategic plan
that helps the
partners bridge
differences in
areas that
often result in
delay-causing
disagreements.

Having a North Star allows an alliance to develop a strategic plan that
guides decision making and helps the partners bridge differences in areas
that often result in delay-causing disagreements, such as development
philosophies and risk tolerances. The North Star evolves over the life of
a long-lived alliance as objectives are met. Alliance professionals should
include a strategic plan as a Year One activity and update it at appropriate
intervals.
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OPPORTUNITY TWO:

Efficient Operating
Models

For both
governance
committees and
working teams
it is essential to
establish clarity
of roles and
responsibilities
as well as workflow to avoid
duplication
of work,
heavy-handed
review and
oversight of
work product,
and alliance
decisions that
are overturned
by internal
governance.
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WHAT IT IS:
An alliance or collaboration agreement describes what the partners will
do and which partner is responsible for what. It does not describe how
they will work together day-to-day to achieve their North Star. For both
governance committees and working teams it is essential to establish clarity
of roles and responsibilities as well as workflow to avoid duplication of work,
heavy-handed review and oversight of work product, and alliance decisions
that are overturned by internal governance. How the parties will collaborate
is part of a proper chartering process conducted during the startup period
and whenever there is a significant change in personnel.

WHY IT MATTERS:
When teams aren’t operating under a unified understanding of who does
what and how the work flows, resources aren’t appropriately leveraged
and there are often delays in producing deliverables. If alliance teams
develop proposals in isolation and then present them to their partners as a fait
accompli, they are inviting their partner to pick it apart, questioning it, and
causing defensiveness and multiple reviews. Trust erodes and people feel
disrespected, which is not a recipe for a well-functioning alliance.
If the partners have not understood each other’s internal governance and
decision-making processes and haven’t factored them into the alliance’s
decision making, they run the risk of governance decisions being overturned. This weakens the ability of the governance committees to provide
appropriate leadership, especially if it happens at the JSC level. It makes
people feel disempowered—or that their partner doesn’t have appropriate
authority—and leads to workarounds and miscommunication.
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WHAT’S THE OPPORTUNITY?
It is never too late to hold a proper chartering exercise or to update a team’s
charter. Not only should it include typical components such as scope,
focus, and deliverables; it should address the distribution of work and
how it flows. For example, in a consensus decision making environment
when the partners want to divide work, establish guidelines around
planning, conducting, and reviewing the work. This granular level of
understanding roles, responsibilities, and accountability helps build trust
and helps teams be agile in their approach to the work.
Transparency to internal decision-making processes is also essential.
With that knowledge, major decisions can be mapped to necessary
internal approvals, identifying and engaging appropriate stakeholders.
Of course, it is up to each partner to manage the process within its own
company. Don’t make it a black box to the alliance. It should be addressed
in the startup process, but again it is never too late.

It is never
too late to
hold a proper
chartering
exercise or to
update a team’s
charter. Not
only should it
include typical
components such
as scope, focus,
and deliverables;
it should address
the distribution
of work and
how it flows.
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OPPORTUNITY THREE:

Agile Governance Process

An alliance
cannot be high
performing
unless its
governance is
high performing.

WHAT IT IS:
Governance is the management system of an alliance, providing leadership and direction that guides the work of the alliance. One of the key
responsibilities of the alliance professional is to orchestrate and lead the
overall governance process, including the participants, preparation,
meetings, and communication and action. Governance must be adaptable,
agile, and proactive. Serving in governance is a unique role, requiring people
to advance the interests of the alliance in order to create value that helps each
party advance their individual interests, while at the same time protecting
the interests of the party that employs the member. It can be political, with
people jockeying to be involved. At times it can also be seen as a burden no
one wants to take on.

WHY IT MATTERS:
An alliance cannot be high performing unless its governance is high
performing. The delicate balancing act of an alliance—aligning the
strategies, structures, processes, and ways of working of two or more entities to
advance work and achieve objectives—requires the organizing mechanism of
governance. Its responsibilities for strategizing and planning, decision
making, problem solving, holding people and partners accountable, and
reviewing progress toward objectives must be carried out in a way that is
agile, focusing on the North Star and generating value, and is consistent and
predictable so that teams know what to do.

WHAT’S THE OPPORTUNITY?
Governance committees are slowly starting to get back together face-toface, recognizing that nearly two years of video meetings have either allowed
relationships to fray or have hindered forming new relationships on alliances
launched during the pandemic. It is a perfect opportunity to restore or in-
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still some discipline into governance operations, to assume or resume the
mantle of leadership, and to implement good decision making practices.
Video meetings have made it easy to let any interested party listen in to
governance meetings. This practice is inadvertently undermining effectiveness. Never before have people told us they didn’t know who in a meeting
were the actual members of the committee, responsible for participating
in the decision making. Even more extreme, some people have said they
weren’t sure if they were an actual member! Governance committees are
primarily decision making and oversight bodies. They communicate out
to alliance teams through meeting minutes and the actions members take
back to their subcommittees, working teams, and functions. Their meetings
should not be general update meetings for everyone on the alliance.
Help your JSC demonstrate leadership and set the standard for collaborative
behavior. People look up. Together with your counterpart, work with the
JSC as a team and with members individually to adopt a Collaborative
Leadership Agenda identifying behaviors to strive for as a team. (See Figure
2 in the Insights section of this paper for an example). Facilitate a start, stop,
continue exercise to get specific. Cascade the resulting agenda throughout
the alliance, updating charters as necessary. Live the agenda by reviewing it
at every governance meeting.

Help your JSC
demonstrate
leadership and
set the standard
for collaborative
behavior.
Together with
your counterpart,
work with the
JSC as a team
and with members
individually to
adopt a
Collaborative
Leadership
Agenda
identifying
behaviors to
strive for as
a team.
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OPPORTUNITY FOUR:

Creating Alignment

One of the
most important
principles
of alliance
management is
establishing and
maintaining
“common
language
with shared
meaning.”

WHAT IT IS:
One of the most important principles of alliance management is establishing
and maintaining “common language with shared meaning.” Without it,
people talk past each other, thinking they know what the other is saying but
discovering they really don’t have shared meaning when they find themselves at odds. Shared meaning implies a similar mental picture. When I say
meet me by the tree at the corner of the parking lot, if I am thinking of the
pine tree on the east side of the lot and you are picturing the oak tree on the
west side, we won’t find each other!
Additionally, complex alliances have dozens, if not hundreds of people
involved in the development stage and that only grows exponentially in global commercialization. Turnover of personnel—from the JSC to medical and
commercial representatives in the field must be managed to preserve continuity.

WHY IT MATTERS:
Research shows that at least 90% of misalignments—with the likelihood
of value eroding delays—are caused by lack of common language with
shared meaning. Misalignment has the potential to destroy trust, with each
party thinking the other is not competent or is perhaps pursing a different
agenda. Alignment must occur on three dimensions, internally within each
team and with corporate governance, but within each partner. The third
dimension of alignment is between the partners.
This is not to imply a linear progression of gaining alignment. Sometimes
it can be most effective for the joint alliances teams to gain alignment and
then “sell it back” into their internal organizations.
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Alignment is also jeopardized when new people join a governance
committee or alliance team, believing that what serves the alliance is
to offer all their ideas about topics already debated and decided. This
happens when they have not been properly onboarded to the alliance’s
culture and ways of working, the role of their team or committee and its
deliverables. Yes, smart people will eventually figure it out, but at what cost?

WHAT’S THE OPPORTUNITY?
Establishing and maintaining common language with shared meaning takes
constant work and developing skills and habits to routinely test one
another’s understanding. Internal governance preparation meetings
should be true working meetings, thinking through the discussion and
decisions. For critical decisions, there may be one-on-one meetings
between counterparts to hash out differences without a large audience
who may not understand the technicalities of an issue. However an
alliance chooses to create that three-dimensional alignment it must
promote the one-team way of working, and not an us and them mentality.

Research
shows that at
least 90% of
misalignments—
with the
likelihood of
value eroding
delays—are
caused by lack
of common
language with
shared meaning.

The primary tool for creating a shared understanding of the basic facts
of the alliance and how it operates is quite useful in onboarding new
members to the alliance. A briefing book consisting of a summary of the
Collaboration Agreement, roster of governance members, charters, and
guidance for accessing and using the collaboration’s shared IT site provide
the basics. This should live on that collaboration site and be accessible to
anyone with a need to know. Alliance professionals should conduct oneon-one sessions with all new governance committee members. It is a great
time to let them get to know you, the critical role you play, and how to
engage with you, in addition to sharing knowledge of the alliance.
In periods when an alliance is scaling up, such as when it is preparing for
commercialization, a good practice is to hold quarterly (or more frequent)
open meetings for the alliance professionals to present an overview of the
alliance to anyone interested.
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OPPORTUNITY FIVE:

Communication,
Communication,
Communication

Alliances need a
single version
of the truth.
Teams need
collaborative
work spaces.
The era of
updating
PowerPoints
and spreadsheets is over.

WHAT IT IS:
Communication is the lifeblood of an alliance. Information has to flow freely
enough within the company and between the company and its partners so
that team members know what they need to know as they go about their
work. At the same time, inappropriate disclosure must be guarded against.
Senior executives must be appropriately briefed to make necessary decisions
and engage with their counterparts in direct one-on-one meetings and in
industry settings.

WHY IT MATTERS:
Alliances need a single version of the truth and team members require
access to documents such as plans and decision logs. Teams need collaborative work spaces. The era of updating PowerPoints and spreadsheets
is over. With collaborative work spaces and a digital alliance management
platform to democratize information sharing, alliances can truly become data
driven, not just about trial results and commercial impact. They can also
create transparency into alliance operations, risk management, milestone
achievement, upcoming decisions, and any other relevant KPIs.
At the same time that alliances require transparency, there is also a need
to establish communication protocols that honor competition and data
protection laws and protect the alliance and its partners from risk.

WHAT’S THE OPPORTUNITY?
Many alliances establish a communication plan. Many also fail to faithfully
execute it. In the startup phase, be realistic and rigorous about how the
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alliance will communicate—to executives, to bench scientists, to front line
teams, people in the field, and from partner-to-partner. Consider who
should be talking with whom, how different topics should be handled,
how a single version of the truth for the alliance is maintained, and how
access to information is provided. Communication also includes the KPIs
that measure performance as well as reporting and dashboards that make the
work of the alliance and that of the alliance management professionals visible.
Digitize! Research by Groupe Allianceboard has shown that alliance
managers spend nearly half their time on administrative requirements.
Another finding is that organizations that lead in their digital infrastructure
outperform laggards.1 Digitizing your practice not only addresses the
communication operational excellence opportunity, it helps with every
other of our top opportunities.

Rinfet, L. and Roch, M.,
“Digital maturity and the
evolving importance of
alliance management in the
biopharma sector,” ASAP
2021 Biopharma Conference,
September 27, 2021
1
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Think about
your portfolio,
start by picking
one opportunity
for excellence,
and work on
getting a little
bit better at it,
every day.

Getting a Little
Better Every Day
It is the rare person that maintains the perfect balance of focusing on
improvement that will benefit over the longer term that requires work
at present with handling the urgencies of the day. The opportunities that
we consistently see in our assessments and evaluations of alliances and
alliance management practices say that there are a few things where it
is worth the effort to build excellence because of the outsized returns
it produces. The following Insights piece demonstrates how a focus on
operational excellence, measured by alliance effectiveness, produces not only
a medically and commercially successful alliance, but also one that is award
winning.
Think about your portfolio, start by picking one opportunity for excellence,
and work on getting a little bit better at it, every day.
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FROM THE WINNER OF THE 2021 ASAP ALLIANCE EXCELLENCE
AWARD FOR A LONGSTANDING ALLIANCE

Measuring
What Matters
Creates Winners
How do you know if your alliance or business
partnership is operating effectively? Sure, revenue is
a gauge, as well as hitting key development milestones. It still doesn’t tell you if the partners are
productively leveraging the resources available to the
alliance, or if it is operating in an environment built on
mutual trust and respect, focused on innovating and
producing results.
Alliances are inherently inefficient and it is the job of
the alliance professionals managing the alliance to
preserve and enhance the value intended when
entering into the collaboration, while identifying and
mitigating the risks that can cause it to fall short of its
potential.
To measure if an alliance is operating effectively,
many years ago we created the VitalSigns Alliance
Operations Effectiveness Assessment (See Figure
1). In a demonstration that measuring effectiveness can contribute to alliance success, the XTANDI
alliance of Astellas and Pfizer won the 2021 ASAP
Alliance Excellence Award for a Longstanding
Alliance. In accepting the award, the alliance directors
credited the role regularly measuring effectiveness as
part of a program of continuous improvement plays
in the alliance’s success. Our congratulations to the
winners! They have worked very hard over many
years to ensure the alliance is producing maximum
value for patients and the partners.
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Measuring Effectiveness

Figure 1
VitalSigns Alliance Operations Effectiveness Assessment

Most likely you are familiar with an
alliance “healthcheck,” a standard
measurement tool used to assess a
partnership. It measures “fit” and
“alignment.” It does not measure
effectiveness which is what tells you
if the alliance is overcoming the
inefficiencies that frequently result
in delays in decision making or
suboptimized decision making,
lack of accountability, duplication
of work, and divergent directions
given to teams. These and other
indications of ineffective alliance operations lead to underperformance.

It may still be true that the teams are meeting milestones and forecasts even when an alliance is not operating
as effectively as it could. What’s hidden are the sub-optimized decisions—the failure to push the envelope and
to innovate—that occur when teams that are tired of fighting take the easy road. Timelines get extended to
account for the inevitable delays. Trial designs are overly conservative. Sales forecasts are understated to be
sure they are met. These may not be obvious if agreed goals are being achieved, but in moments of reflection,
alliance leadership acknowledges it to be true, accepting it as just the inherent inefficiency of alliances.
We often find that the cause of partners encountering delays in decision making is that they are falling victim
to the “conviction curve.” They establish positions in their pre-governance internal alignment meetings and
then butt heads, encounter delays, and ultimately compromise on something no one is happy with. In the
meantime, valuable patent time is lost and a competitor may advance. You can be sure the issue that was
not resolved in the compromise will surface again and do further damage!
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FROM THE WINNER OF THE 2021 ASAP ALLIANCE EXCELLENCE
AWARD FOR A LONGSTANDING ALLIANCE
When data highlights this blocking dynamic, it is easier for the partners to see that they need to
evolve their operating model to more actively collaborate and create alliance solutions from the start.
Analysis of the comprehensive data we collect may point to a lack of empowerment of the Joint
Steering Committee (JSC), overlapping membership on committees, or conflicting goals, to name but
a few contributing factors and potential causes of stalemate. This insight is not apparent in the more
limited healthcheck, which typically only tells you decisions aren’t getting made timely. You already
know that! An effectiveness assessment helps you understand why that is happening.

Taking Action
When you have data pointing to cause, it is much easier to develop an action plan that has real impact.
You can target a redesign of the collaboration model, take steps to control non-member attendance and
participation in governance committee meetings so that discussions are more robust, and plan decisions
to align with internal governance so that alliance governance is not overturned by internal governance.
The action plan is the key to moving the alliance forward. The XTANDI alliance has been diligent in
building an alliance-wide action plan, endorsed by the JSC and overseen by the alliance directors to
act upon the results of each assessment over the life of the alliance.

Collaborative Leadership ΩAgenda
Alliance, Inc.
Partner
1

Partner
2

Leadership Behaviors
Keep Focused on the North Star
Respect Differences and
Seek to Understand
Leverage the Combined
Strengths of the Partners
Create Solutions, Not Problems
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Inspire One-Team Mentality

Build Trust

We promote the mindset and actions
of Alliance, Inc. in the best interests
of the patient, providers, and our
companies

We create an environment in which
fairness and trustworthiness is
expected and the rights and interests
of our partner are respected

FROM THE WINNER OF THE 2021 ASAP ALLIANCE EXCELLENCE
AWARD FOR A LONGSTANDING ALLIANCE
A tool that we use for gaining alignment amongst the JSC is a Collaborative Leadership Agenda. It uses
the data from the VitalSigns Assessment to distill the principles the alliance should follow to achieve its
objectives, together with the leadership behaviors teams should implement. The framework in Figure 2 is
likely 80% of what any complex biopharma alliance considers goodness. The specifics will come from
the assessment results, workshopping with the JSC, and then cascading to the other committees.
These principles and behaviors won’t be adopted on their own. Action plans must be developed,
owners identified, and regular reporting and evaluation established to get to demonstrable improvement in the next assessment of alliance effectiveness.
A program of continuous improvement and a commitment to operational effectiveness is exactly what
the XTANDI alliance has done since inception, producing meaningful benefit for patients and valuable
outcomes for the partners.
Measuring what matters does indeed create winners in many ways.

Figure 2 — Collaborative Leadership Agenda

Breakdown Barriers

Encourage Experimentation

Be Agile

We recognize and acknowledge
when corporate culture, structures,
and processes interfere with alliance
progress and help our teams
manage through and around them

We believe in learning fast,
being open to new approaches to
accomplishing a task, and don’t
tolerate answers that start
with a “no”

We adopt key principles of agile,
including a relentless focus on
customer value and prioritization of
resources and decisions to achieve
our North Star
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